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ABSTRACT

Comparisons between English a:nd ESL texts cduld help
i -1

determine whether essays from compArable

similarly. This study examines whej:her

courses I are rated

; I |i
surface ebrors affect

CSUSB freshman ^Composition

ESL holistic scoring. It compares

essays based on the same topic wrii:ten by native English
speakers and ESL students.
I '

Essays from the same term's common reading/waiting

assignment, written under similar conditions, werC compared
for morpho-syntactic errors. Both sets of papers 'l^ifere
i i'

ish department^ ^raters,

holistically scored by trained Eng

I i ''
with third raters used for score deviations of moire than two
\

1 'I

Corrected, the |t|exts were

points. After surface errors were

scored again, by other raters. The

i Ci
four sets of data were
! i'

-I

then examined for variations in sccbring

groups, based on surface errors ancji

between tlhe two

on scores for I before and

after correction.
The results showed corrected

Ccores for both ilgroups
ii

significantly higher than prior scc[)res.

There wehd

significantly lower scores for ESL papers as comphred to
i

native speaker papers before correCtions were madei; however,

there was no significant difference

between the t\^o groups

after correction. This indicates tilat raters do hcit
i

downgrade ESL essays for features

XX

always

(bther than surCh,ce

errors.

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Much has been researched and discussed aboutq

instructors' responses to the writing of English ids a Second

Language (ESL) students. Researche]:s report findings on
studies which examine teacher commejnts on essays, attitudes

toward early drafts of papers, and opinions toward error.

Moreover, some studies report on response differeihces
between native-speaker (NS) and non-native-speakejr| (NNS)
I

I

student writing. Other studies involve teacher reisjponses to
i ''

morpho-syntactic and mechanical eri'ors, while still others
deal with their response to such cqmposing issues

as content

and rhetorical matters.

Zamel (1985), for one, states that teacher response to

NNS compositions focuses primarily on surface-[sehtence]
j

level features of writing rather th an on other writing

issues. However, according to Green and Hecht (1985),
readers cannot agree on the establishment of a corpus of

I

errors or their respective gravity because they subscribe to
differing models of correctness. This lack of agreement

can

cause inconsistencies in ESL holistic evaluations

However, others feel that widely divergent sd Ores among

I
ESL papers are caused by factors other

than surface

errors.

I

Ruetten (1991) states that problematic, holistically-scored

ESL papers (i.e., essays that caus

great variation in

ratings among readers) often do not

meet reader

expectations. In other words, diff(5rences in som^ facets of
!
ESL writing such as content and sy:ifitax influence Oome raters
more than others. For this reason, some teachers

espond

negatively in their scoring while <t)thers do not.

reedman

(1979a), in turn, states that cultiliral experiencd

is a

factor in the development of a writer's topic.. This

variation in cultural experience causes ESL essay
"less academic" to the U.S. discou

to seem

se community.

hus

lowering their scores.
Researchers also report variohs findings concerning
!,

I'

reader response to writing by diff^rent categori^

of

readers. By way of illustration,

and

both James (1977

Sheorey (1986) discovered differentj: hierarchies d

error

gravity in the responses of NS and NNS instructor!

of

!;

English. According to a study by S egel (1982), to achers

to the field of English often ignoij:e

new

some more sq;ijious

errors and mark five times as many unnecessary o4

mistaken

j
surface "corrections" as do experiinced English d dachers.
Are essays from students in ccpmparable-1eve1 English
I

and ESL courses, then, graded simi arly? Little attention
has been directed toward reader-re^ponse compariSOns
texts with NS texts.

of ESL

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The focus of the research and

study for this

on determining the role of error in

thesis is

teacher evalu ition of

essays. In particular, this study examines comparable
writing samples of NS's and NNS's. I have applied

to the two

groups of writing samples knowledg^ gained from error
analysis in written composition and statistical m ithods

of

comparison.

I hope that this study, although small and 1imited

scope, will add to the slight body

in

of research to date

concerning the role of error in instructor respon

se to the

writing produced by ESL students, ]particularly in comparison
with their NS classmates.

The study's objectives are to examine and compare the
r

Lng error, rhetporical
current NS and NNS research regard]!

der to determirle findings

methods, and reader response in or

regarding any notable differences in writing, holistic score
comparisons, and/or coherence issu(BS. The purpose of this
study, then, is to examine whether raters holistically score
the writing of ESL students lower than that of NS's writing
i:

on the same prompt and, if they do, whether this|is due to
i

surface errors unique to ESL stude:its or to larger
rhetorical issues.

This study stems from the res :arch done by Fsin (1980),
McGirt (1984), Whitley (1984), and

Sweedler-Brown

(1993a,

1993b). The study examines their findings regardihg NS's and
NNS's related to notable differenc(2S in writing (#ein 1980),
ratings for before and after correction of ESL papers
(Sweedler-Brown 1993a), and holistic score compar isons

between the two groups of writers J^efore and aftd
correction of surface errors (McGirt 1984, Whitle ^ 1984,
Sweedler-Brown 1993b).

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The following

questions comppise the focus

of the

research for this study: (1) Is thbre more variation in
holistic scores awarded to ESL essays than to NS essays, in

other words, less interrater reliability?; (2) With

surface

! I

errors corrected, do the ratings increase compara bly for

j-Y to

both groups?; and (3) Do raters respond different

surface errors more or to some other non-native gliiality in

the writing, as judged by their response to corrected.
/

error-free compositions?
The current study compares the

scores of twc

groups of

papers {N=34) written during the w inter, 1992 teriki for the
California State University, San Bernardino (CSUSS) mid-

quarter, common reading/writing assignment for
comparable freshman English classe s,

English lOl!: and

English 101. Each paper was holistically scored

ESL

[Then, after

morpho-syntactic (surface) error c orrection, the. texts were

scored holistically again by" two other raters. N63£t, I
examined the data for noticeable v.ariations between scores

! ;! ■

for corrected and uncorrected pape

s between the |two groups.
j ji

My hypothesis was that the NN;^ scores would jlie lower
than the NS scores before correcti(j^n,

but that th<^ NNS

ratings would exhibit a corrected jbcore comparatdi'tely higher
than that for NS scores after corr^ection. However

I still

expected the corrected NNS ratings to remain significantly
I ■J

lower than the NS ratings. This hy]?othesis was made based on
I :i

the majority of available findings (Fein 1980; MdGirt 1984;
Whitley 1984; Sweedler-Brown 1993a; Land & Whitld;;jf 1989, p.
286), which state that readers do indeed penalize

INNS
I

j

writing for surface errors despite the fact that|ihose
I

errors do not obscure the writer's message.

Another reason for the hypoth

sis was that ti tie majority
i

of studies done thus .far on rhetorical issues and the few

done on comparisons of NS and NNS writing indicate that NNS
students score lower than NS even on error-free p pers (Fein

1980; McGirt 1984; Whitley 1984; S tfeedler-Brown 1993a,
1993b; Santos 1988; Ludwig 1982).

OUTLINE OF THE STUDY

The prior research that tests this hypothesif and
j

responds to the three research que stions is set f drth next
!

in Chapter II, which presents a review of the literature.

Issues examined include reader responses to writiiijg and the

treatment of error. Also, I investigate factors ojther than
surface errors which affect reader^, and I examihe
hierarchies of error gravity.

Next, methods of evaluating wdriting, particullarly
holistic scoring, are discussed. In conclusion is

a

comparison of NS and NNS texts. This section detajijls the
explorations of Fein (1980), McGirt: (1984), and S^^eedlerBrown (1993a), whose inquiries parcillel this prese nt study,
and of another study done by SweedJ.eer-Brown (19931?!), in

which she compared NNS scores before and after colrirection
(without comparisons with NS scored).
Then, Chapter III presents a loackground of tt^ study,

noting the CSUSB context, a descrij>tion of the tw|o
comparable freshman composition coi-irses, and placleilnent of
NNS students in either English 101 or ESL English; 1101. A

description of both groups of studemts is given, aS is the
selection of the data base. Procedt.res for identi%ing.

analyzing, correcting, and reportir[cg the results qpnclude
this chapter.

• Results of the study are presented in Chapter! IV. I
! !

examine and compare uncorrected and. corrected holjistic
scores, and I discuss the need for third raters. Next,

comparisons of the four groups of b<apers are made

The

findings, including those concernir.<g interrater rplliability.

are discussed. Then I examine the

I'esults for eac^ij of the

three main research questions.
In conclusion. Chapter V discusses the resultjS of the
study. This chapter deals with the writing proficibncy
both NS and NNS students. This finai1

chapter follpji^s

with a

d[ting of both g|rjoups

discussion of the effect of the wrd

of

of

students upon reader/raters. Then, Chapter V offerjis a

I
summary of the findings. Finally,

he chapter conqlludes with

theoretical and pedagogical implic

tions and with

suggestions for further research.

CHAPTER TW

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

INSTRUCTOR RESPONSE TO WRITING

Much research exists concernirig how teachers respond to
i

the writing efforts of their studerits.
scores they assign, while others de;al

Some studi s discuss

with instru tor

comments. Zamel (1985) states that teachers note

imilar

comments on many of their students' papers and apply a

single ideal writing standard to a11 papers. Thei
she notes, are vague and abstract, In addition, r

student compositions will find errdrs

if that is

comments,
aders of

^?hat is
i

sought during a reading (Sommers IS^82). Sommers s

ates:

For the most part, teachers do not responjd to
student writing with the kd.nd of thoughtfidll
commentary which will help students to en^age with
the issues they are writind about or whicjli will help
them think about their purj)oses and goals in writing
a specific text. (Sommers, 1982, p. 154)

Additionally, Sommers calls fcj)r

teachers to

their purpose for, and thus their Response to, a

econsider
irst draft

of a paper. Most instructors respond to such pape|rs

as if

they were final drafts rather than a tentative beginning or
an exploration of a topic.

Furthermore, teachers would bd more helpful
were more specific in their comments

to students

is wrong with a paper (Sommers 198^). According
8

f they
bout what

td Zamel

(1985), instructor responses are not only vague b!ut

are also

inconsistent in reference to error.

Rather than reading for error^, teachers mig^it

engage

with a student's paper for one of four other reasldns:

read and respond, judge, analyze tlie

work in the

to

manner

literary critic, or assist the stu<|.ent to improve

as

of a

a

i, ,

writer rather than to improve the

ext itself (Puitves 1984).

Ideally, the role of the instructor- as a reader ojffers

four

I

choices for response. These options!

are to focus i n the

content, organization and presentat;ion, style and tone, or

to express the teacher's interest

r personal res;

the text. The choice of one of the^e responses sh

onse to

uld be

!

guided by the kind of writing assi^ned and the cu

tural

background of the student, accordiriig to Purves (1 84).
Another researcher's method of response to s udent

writing is that reported on by Hak^

(1986). She f nds that

raters of written examinations res;^ond

differently

to pure

narration than they do to narration set within ex;position

(p. 160). This finding indicates that

instructors need to

determine what they are testing fo]|:, evidence of

he

i

rhetorical skill of the writer or

Evidence of th^

ability to meet the framework crit^ria

writer's

of the rater. Student

writers, then, should be informed ijiot only of the difference

between the two methods of writing but also of the

preference of the rater for each assignment.

RESPONSE TO ESL

AfRITING

Another important issue to exafmine relative tlo

response to writing is that toward

teacher

the compositio|n|js of NNS

students. In particular, often NNS readers respond'i

differently to student papers than

do NS readers. Many

researchers (Sheorey 1986, Santos 3(988, James 197;'

have

j

found that NS raters grade ESL pap^rs less severei ly than do
NNS raters.

However, results in this area

are often confj ijicting.

For one example, other work by Land and Whitley (j]:|989,
■!

p.

i

287) reports the opposite: that NS's

grade more sjjejverely.
1
I

Moreover, in research done by Ludw g (1982), whic I involved

having teachers watch a student gi"vre a presentati

n

on

a

I

;ie
the NNS's mob'

videotape, NS raters not only grad €;d
but also began writing down grades

harshly,

before the stu ent whom

they were watching had finished hi

While NS's write more message^

or her presenjt;ation.

to students o|i1

than do NNS's, both groups often neglect

papers

the comitiiinicative
! ! 'I

dimension of evaluation (Green & Hecht 1985). Morqover, noni

teacher readers of student discour^e

react similal fly. In

evaluating the English papers of G:beek students (iffughes &
Lascaratou 1982), both NS and NNS

aters, includijhg noni

teachers, awarded higher ratings

tilan

did NS Gred k teachers.
i

The English NS group of raters seebed to stress s 4udent

intelligibility more than correctn^ss. Of all gro ips of

10

raters, though, non-teacher NS's seemed to be the!

ones who

are most accepting of second langu^ge written communications
(Ludwig 1982).

Of all groups of readers who

re teachers, s udies

indicate factors other than native language may i:nfluence

how a teacher responds to ESL papenj:s. For examplej

Vann et

al (1984) find that the age and acicidemic disciplinie

teacher will influence the respons^

It has also

een

discovered that instructors from d€;ipartments othe

English respond with a wide variat

of a

than

on (Siegel 198|2).
I '/

Furthermore, one report states thatj: younger teachjers

and

those who have undergone less rigoirous academic PX'ograms

grade less severely than other tea.chers (Ludwig

1982).

study even found that female rateri appear to be

One

more

igues in scoring (Hairston
conservative than their male colleu'
1981). Thus, a wide range of types of reader respc? nse
exists.

Some researchers have explored

teacher attitudes toward

the perceived purpose of ESL student writing. In

ther

words, these studies examine teach<2rs' responses

o the

content, or meaning, of ESL papers

rather than tci the form
j

in which the compositions are fashioned.

i
r
i

In India, a study of one comp-onent of the

Bangalore/Madras Communicational TCaching Project;(which
stresses unconscious processes), w!lich examined a current

11

model of language learning, report^ that many mor] ^ content
i

■I

by instructors | iBeretta

than form errors were attended to

1989). Since teachers cannot know t:he cognitive processes of

|ey cannot

students, the theory behind the prcbject states,

preplan lessons. Another study which
response (Searle & Dil,lon 1980),

examined teacher

however,

reveals that

teachers respond overwhelmingly to form rather thd:in content.
This study found, in the comments made by reader^
'

jon papers,

I

I'

few attempts to encourage the deve opment in students

of

thinking through their writing.
Fathman and Whalley (1990) al^o investigated
of feedback in the writing done in

composition classes. Four methods

the value

intermediate EEL

of instructor

edback

were offered to portions of the po;^ulation: gramm

content, grammar and content, and
in all four groups improved both

no

feedback. Thd students

grammar and cont^nt

rewrites in response to any feedba<[:k

after

received. Th#

researchers found, however, that g: ammar feedbacks does not
affect the content of NNS papers

to

any appreciabl e

extent

(p. 183). In this manner, these re^earchers

concl

de that

the order of grammar or content instruction

does

ot affect

i

student writing ability, nor does

simultaneous te4ching

of

the two categories confuse ESL students (p. 185).

The act of

rewriting, then, is a helpful pracj:ice

ng

for improv
i'

writing, regardless of instruction

12

received.

examined what component

Another study (Freedman 1979a

of papers is most important to ratirs. By rewritihg

the

content, organization, sentence structure, and medhanics of

papers in different versions for r^^ters, Freedman!

teachers rate content and organizatj:ion

found that

as the most

important

Comments to stiidents,

component. Nevertheless, in their

the

raters most frequently mentioned miechanics. In addition, the
1 ;j

teachers sometimes wrote incorrect changes in thdi!r comments

to students (Freedman 1979b).
tihe
Santos (1988), however, in her study found tj

content

i

of writing rated lower than the foinm. Mullen (1981 , p. 160) ,

in her study of teacher ratings,

d;L scovered

anotliSr
Iu

variation: that vocabulary usage w.Ss most importarit and

organization the least important, ■fhus, we see thdt

a wide

range of reader responses to ESL w: iting exists.

CORRECTNEi

To some readers, correctness

s the hallmark

|of

i

acceptable writing, and perfection in the usage d I standard
English defines correctness. In a

urther examina

jion of who

tolerates which variations in writing. HairSton ( :i981)

found

that readers who are in the profes sions (mostly blAsiness

executives and attorneys) do care about at least dome parts
of standard English usage. Moreove , Shuy (1976, P?. 313)
declares that mainstream American society tolerates

13

phonological much more than grammatical variation.! In the
academic setting, the required mode of writing haj^ long been
the grammar of standard written English.
At the same time, attempts to

obtain agreement on a

definition of correctness are generally unsuccessful.

Carlson and Bridgeman (1986) affirm that no single measure

of correctness in writing exists and that any att^empts to
i '

assess it have been restricted to judgments regarding
(sctness mean erbor-free
grammaticality (p. 129). Does corrc

writing? To many instructors, such is the definition of
!■

correctness, for the avoidance of brror does pred ct the

ability to manage successfully comblex sentence

ructures

(Carlson & Bridgeman 1986, p. 144)
Correctness, then, often is e(juated less wit

comprehensibility and more with grammatical

perf^Ction
■

writing; i.e., with a lack of error, according to
instructors. Unfortunately, this v lew

many

of correctn^ss

is applied by teachers to the eval aation

of

f

often

of their : students'

writing despite current findings a bout writing to

the

contrary. In the minds of some instructors, the "content

process" or "form vs. meaning" deb ate still has h6t

vs.

been

settled in favor of the message and the thought tp bat has

produced it.
In an examination of the purpose of writing) either to

present a sober, well-thought out and well-argued paper (an

14

expressivist axiology) or an error-free paper (a

ormalist

axiology), little agreement exists regarding how

eachers

should react to what their student
what their feedback should focus

have producec.

and on

(fathman & Whalley 1990, p

178). According to Chastain (1981)
is to serve as communication. For

the purpose of writing

ijnany teachers, writing

should serve as a means of discove y of the writer's
!

viewpoint, achieved through a mult -step process of various
drafts of a paper. This outlook, i]i other words, promotes
both self awareness and communication,

ERROR

Surface Errors

The two categories of writing errors that gsherally are
discussed are surface errors and giobal errors. A cording to

Burt and Kiparsky (1974):
Global mistakes are those

hat violate ru

es

involving the overall strutture of a sent nee, the
relations among constituen clauses, or, i^n a simple
sentence, the relations amibng major const ituents.
Local [surface] mistakes cause trouble in a
particular constituent, or in a clause of a complex
sentence. These are relatr/e notions; som Sthing that

is global in one sentence
may become local when that sentence is em oedded
bigger sentence. (Burt & Kiparsky, 1974, p. 73)

In particular, evidence of local mistakes can be

in a

found in

agreement, articles, and noun phrase formation in composing
(Tomiyana 1980).

15

According to Zamel (1985), instructors genei-ally focus
I ■

on surface errors, which involve usage, style, arfci
mechanics, rather than on global errors, which are concerned

with wider issues of expression, iii responding tc] jstudent
writing. Instructors seldom require; writers to rdyise
; 1

subsequent drafts of a paper beyond the surface le^vel. Most
ESL textbooks, Zamel says, stress t:he accuracy o^ isurface
i \j

level features of writing rather than global issuers. Yet,

according to Burt and Kiparsky (19''4, p. 79), onlj]^ second
language students commit global ernrors in their v^riiting.
indicating that ESL students do ha"\ '■e a need for ilrijstruction
i

in writing issues beyond the sentence. This is on|

y one

thought, although others do not ho].d this view.
Such a shift from global mistcikes, which cani affect the
reader's understanding of a student. 's text, to suriface

errors offers "a very limited and l.imiting notion; bf writing
. . . "

(Zamel 1985) because studerits then tend to put their

I
\ ']
efforts into correctness. Thus, they may not leari'iil the

purpose of writing--the discovery Cif what they waplt to say.
Focusing the stress of the teaching- of writing om local
mistakes (which in any event often do not obscure ^ the

meaning of the writer) rather than on global errorb (which
are more serious in nature because

they can obscupb the
I^!

meaning of the text) does no great service to devploping
writers.
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Additionally, there is another factor concerning which
kind of error a writing teacher ch(boses to focus

1 Often

teachers will address their commen s to both the irtiinor and

!' '

major problems they see. Not only do beginning writers not
|: ;i

know which mistakes or kinds of errors

are most ipiportant,

i: !
but they also find such comments confusing. For dxample, the
r ' 'i
students may find comments about 1ocal errors alpiigside

jb
comments regarding larger issues t lat either contiradict the

other comments or cause them to bedome unnecessar;^ ,(Zamel

pe of comment |;is a

1985). One example of the latter ty;

teacher suggestion to delete a seep
includes suggestions or comments

i i
I. ■[

ion of discou]|i^e which

for

correction dr change,

Such feedback also does not promote the learning |l5f writing
as a recursive process of discover;/.

Global Errors

As well as contradictory comm^ents on student

instructors often write vague, ove ly-generalizec;

papers,
comments

that students are unable to understand or know wliat
about. Sometimes teachers even write unclear notes

to do

regarding

global issues (Zamel 1985).
Global matters, according to ]3urt and Kipars cy (1974),
are more serious than are surface

ihatters in wrifing (p.

73). Moreover, global errors are t le easiest kind

for

students to appreciate and correct (p. 79). In a;study of
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nonacademic professional reader re ponses to student
writing, clarity and economy were

bund to be val

liied above

surface features (Hairston 1981).

Tomiyana (1980), in her inves:igation into error.
discovered that

global mistakes typically honfuse the relationship
among clauses: use. of conncactors, distinctions
between coordinate and relat
tive clause

constructions, parallel structure in reduced
coordinate clauses, and tense

clauses. (Tomiyana, 1980,

Examples of the most typical globa

continuity i^oross

72)
errors are terms
and
: ,i

pairs used incorrectly, such as co:][inectors

('and/liut'),
i i

' 'although,!^;
subordinating conjunctions ('becaufee,

'if

then'), and the position of main and subordinate jclauses
(Burt & Kiparsky 1974, p^ 79).

A Hierarchv of Error Gravitv

In evaluating categories of eirors, many researchers

and teachers agree that there exis1:s a stratific^tion
^

'

of

I

writing mistakes. A handbook by Hurt and Kiparsky (1972, p.
5) recommends that, rather than co3:recting every

esrror,

writing instructors use a hierarchy to which only

the most

grievous errors, those which most i.nterfere with Ireader

comprehension and communication, aie attended. Sudh

a

taxonomy does indeed appear to be what most teachers
iation, an
formulate in evaluating writing. By way of illustri.
inquiry done by Vann et al (1984) discloses that, in faculty
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response to NNS writing, most respiindents

do inde 2d

appear

to construct a hierarchy of errors
Global mistakes do, indeed, si

em to be the sdhere of
[

errors that are generally deemed t'.tie highest on li lie
hierarchies of most teachers (Burt & Kiparsky 197 4) . Less

agreement occurs, however, relativ 2 to the componints and
i

!'

ranking of such a hierarchy. To ex amplify this, t t^e research
1

done by Vann et al (1984) indicate 3 that responddniits rate
!

most seriously the error typology characteristic i if NNS's.
\

Vann et al list word order, 'it-'deletion, t knse,
I
'
i:

[.

relative clause errors, and word c'.tioice as the mo St serious

errors. Notwithstanding their disc Dvery, Zamel (1 985)
denotes that their study was comprised of only is alated

sentences, not larger blocks of di

scourse whereirji

set in context, as is genuine writ ing.

errors

are

I

By contrast to the above erro c list, Hairstpi (1981)
!■' i

contends that the list should begiji

with non-Staniard verb
|:
I.,

i

use, double negatives, and beginning a sentence with

an

object pronoun (for instance, "Him and Sally used to be my
friends"). Chastain (1981), on the other hand, filids that
I

the most egregious errors occur in noun phrases a Lid

phrases. Nevertheless, he submits

verb

that even with the

presence of these errors of utmost gravity, very £ew readers
I

are unable to comprehend the messa ge of the write t. Further,
he reports:
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These data support the hyp'othesis that some
linguistic errors are more serious than others from
a communicative point of v Lew . . . at tli same
time, those errors that ar

understood and

considered acceptable by native speakers ould
temporarily be ignored, fr Dm the strictly
communicative point of vie tf. (Chastain, 1^81, pp.
293-94)
In contrast to the above list 3 of errors for ESL

writing, NS teachers for English as a foreign language (EFL)
writing find verb tense and concorci errors the most serious.
while NNS teachers feel the most p: •ominent are case and

lexis errors (James 1977). James, though, judges jthe
principal error types to be transformations, verhi

tense.

concord, case, negation, articles, and order. Morecover, he
holds that the least serious kinds

of error are lyxical.

Further examinations regarding error gravity yield
additional findings. Zamel (1985), by way of exaniple, posits
that the most serious of the mechanical errors arje sentence

fragments, sentence run-ons, inappjropriate capital ization,
'would of,
' and lack of agreement.

To Greek NNS's

the most difficult error to underst:and in English

however,
papers

they reviewed is a misspelling (Hughes & Lascaratou 1982).

For ESL teachers, according to Zame:l (1985), langluage

specific errors are of much more concern than they are for
other teachers. Moreover, in a conssideration of fiQjrm vs.

word-level errors, NS readers react: more negativejiy to
errors of form than do NNS's (Chastain 1981).
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Tomiyana (1980) explored the

ffects of syntactic

errors upon written communication to discover the
relationship between grammatical e rrors

and commu hication

breakdown. She discovered that inc crrect article'usage is

!

and wrong-choiC^-type

easier to repair than are omitted

;i

connectors. In other words, Tomiyaji.a

believes errors with

articles are less serious than are some connecto3i"s.

tudy in which rjfS's rated

Chastain (1980) conducted a s

native English-speaking students i
classes. Word usage problems were

intermediate jSpanish

rated either

"comprehensible and acceptable" or

"comprehensiblie but

unacceptable" as a personal decisi<jan. by some readers; thus,

Chastain (1980) says, native speakfers

can often comprehend utter^:noes that are|
linguistically quite corru;pted phonetically,
semantically, and grammatically . . .
comprehension is most seve ely limited b^
usage, the use of a wrong Vord or the addition or
omission of words . . . thijis, the forms of words
seemed to be a much less ii|nportant

factor

communicative process than the correct us^ of the
words themselves. (Chastai]i,

Additionally, the gravity of

1980, p. 2ld|

^ny error must ;be

determined by its situational cont^xt, and word-fqirm errors
:

reduce grades (Carlson & Bridgeman

i

1986). Shaughri4ssey

(1977) also concurs that "the stat|c

around some le^rrors is

greater than that around others" (

122).
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VARIATIONS IN ESL RHETORIC

Coherence

In addition to surface errors

and other glob al problems

ESL students have with academic writing, frequent y the

writing of many of these students

ontains probleifiis

coherence and/or cohesion. The coh rence of a pie

with

e of

writing means its understandability and clarity p£ meaning,
The coherence of a paper, then, me ans how the grp upings of

ideas, or paragraphs, hand togethejr to make a logical

whole.

Frodesen (1991) states that cohere:!ce in writing

. . . is a multidimensional feature, achieved
partly through text struct are, but also t irough the

reader's perception of the text's approprlateness in
a specific rhetorical context. (Frodesen,' 1991, p.
xvi)

Thus, the writer must respond to the assigned task.

meet the expectations of the readejir

and follow the

conventions of the rhetoric of Wes:ern
American conventions that are

expository writing.

problematic in particular

for ESL students, according to Fro(liesen (1991), 4re

as

follows: focusing on central pointi^ of the reading
maintaining consistent meanings foir key concepts, clearly
showing the relationships between ]parts of the di4course,

and developing effective patterns of paragraphs ( . xvii).
Another study dealing with co lerence reports

an

analysis of native English-speakind students in graduate
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Spanish classes (Azevedo 1976). In the study, students
I

committed semantic, lexical, and idiomatic grammdtical

errors because of disjunctions with the writers'|

anguage

concepts. Students, then, would ex press a concept:

circuitously, using more words tha n

were necessai^y,

byousing

direct translation from English. I n this manner, : the writers
were inventing new words, words which were underS tood

in

neither Spanish nor English.

Cohesion

By contrast to the logical sense of a compo^ition is
its basic understanding, or cohesion. To put it 4Ejiother way,
■f

there must not be confusion or uncertainty

in thd

mind of

the reader concerning pronoun refe rence, verb tense

continuity, connectors that link clauses togethei)
relationships between ideas presen ted, and so fofth.
In her study, Frodesen (1991) found that ESi

students

made more lexical and grammatical errors, which ci ontributed

to a lack of cohesion beyond the sentence

level, |than

the NS students (p. 328). Neverthe Less, "some noiii;pass

did
essays

responded admirably in meeting man; of the readei^
expectations[;] [s]ome nonpass ess ays

had clearljj: structured

and context-appropriate thematic d evelopment"

(pj|

334-35).

It should be pointed out that Frod asen's study, tiseful

that

it is, made use of "ESL" designatiions on the pape sirs of NNS
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students, which easily could have

slanted the ratings

of

their papers.
Yet another report (Halladay & Hasan 1976) g)tomotes

an

analysis of cohesion for the teachsr/reader of stijident
essays that involves the naming of

different categories.

These categories are comprised of Bemantic relatiiDnships
that the writer creates by way of lis or her choice of

grammatical structures and vocabulary (p. 303).
Stotsky (1983), on the opposite hand, argues

that the

scheme of Halladay and Hasan for analyzing lexicall cohesion
is inapplicable because it is deri^^ed primarily from an

examination of samples of conversat:ional and liteir]ary
discourse. Rather, she says, they should have inspiected

samples of the style of writing mosit required of sItudents in
the academic setting--expository e say writing,
Additionally, Stotsky (1983) p oints out, "woi^s
contributing to cohesive ties in exposition tend f6

be

literate words, i.e., words that are more apt to b

seen

than heard, written than spoken." This fact might

account

for the problems students from other language backgrounds
often have with cohesion. These students often do

not have

such a literate vocabulary in English.

Another study, which examined the English writing of
native Arabic and Farsi speakers (E(/•ola

conjuctions, pronouns, and articles
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et al 1980 )i , found

were the most 'difficult

cohesive devices for the students

involved (p. 181). Despite

such difficulties for ESL students, however, the study found

delate with

that such a lack of cohesive devic es does not cor

overall writing ability. Thus, the basic message of an ESL

'l

student might be understandable to the reader eveik with some
'■ i
(or perhaps even many) surface and

global errors ^hat affect

cohesion and, to some degree, coherence.

ASSESSMEN'

Because of or despite the und€irstandability a!nd content

of student compositions, teachers esvaluate what tllii ey
Often this assessment involves resfionse to error

read.

When

professional writers (such as poetsi, novelists, or story
tellers), university students, and people in the pirofessions
responded in a study to what they 1iked

best and 1 east about

their own writing, though, none of the respondent^ mentioned
syntax, grammar, form, or even style (Miller 1982)
Despite this, many researchers conclude that'Ws English

composition teachers are strongly i nfluenced by ES

errors

when evaluating NNS essays (Fein 19|80, Homburg 1984, McGirt
1984, Perkins 1990, Sweedler-Brown 1993a). Since instructors

do and must evaluate the writing do]ie by their students, it

:il
is necessary to examine the various methods of assessment

being used by them. Some of the methods include evaluations
of the above writing factors, while
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others do not.

Odell and Cooper (1980) report on four evaliiative

approaches: the General Impression scoring procedikre, the

Analytic Scale, the "relative readability" method
Primary Trait Scoring Procedure. W!lile

and the

these researcheirs

find strengths and weaknesses in each rubric, they state

that the Primary Trait Scoring Systfem is the only procedure
based on current discourse theory.

Holistic Scoring

One specific method of assesstr ent commonly uSed at the

present in colleges and universities

is the holistic scoring

method. Holistic reading sessions involve

rapid reading for an individual impressioiii of the
quality of the writing, by comparison with all other
writing the reader sees on that occasion. ikolistic
reading is based on the vie tf that there ar^ inherent
qualities of written text w!lich are greatdf" than the

sum of the text's countable I elements, and ilhat this
quality can be recognized only by carefully selected

and trained readers, not any objectifiable||!means.

And yet study after study . . . has found i^hat these
conditions are unreliable, and that considerable

effort must be expended to €;stablish and iri^intain
ns, 1990,
p. 7:91)
reliable judgment. (Hamp-Lyor~
-

However, the reliability of ho istic scoring Jias

questioned by some researchers (Hake; 1986, p. 161) L

been

In an

examination of why trained raters fi nd consistent 1: plistic
scoring difficult (Barritt et al 1986), it has beeri

found

that raters apparently do not stick to judging the; texts
alone. It seems that raters feel com pelled

to construct

their minds an author of the piece t tiey are reading
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in

Barritt

et al (1986) found they "were trying to build consistency
into students' texts [as they read them holistically] by

investing spaces of indeterminacy

in them with ohi: own

expectations about what should fill the gaps." When the
expectations built up concerning t tie

author are h ot met,

then, such an atypical paper can e asily cause
inconsistencies in scoring responses among the r$.ters.

Such

inconsistencies, if great, amount zo unreliability. Since

reliability is only a precondition for validity b'at

not its

guarantee, when reliability is lost, so is validitiy
The Holistic Scoring assessment system does ;nave

subjective component to it. Therefore, trained rat

a

ers must

agree on how to deal with great variations between
mechanical and organizational abilities and must iqonstruct a

hierarchy of error gravity (Carlson & Bridgeman l;f|86, p.
144; Homburg 1984). Holistic ratings often are swayed by
content, organization, sentence stiructure, and me

^' |i

items which do not necessarily obsc;ure the messagie to the

reader (Carlson & Bridgeman 1986, p. 143). Thereftjre, when
the writing competence of ESL studejnts is examined
allowance should be made for their

differing orgaip izational

structures and methods of expressi4g concepts (p.

126).

Even when readers do agree on a writing consitiruct

and a

I

hierarchy of errors, however, score:s can vary conisliderably
among raters. Rhetorical difference;s such as patte rns
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of

organization can serve as a "hidden agenda" that

teachers

untrained for ESL teaching hold; r ather than a purported

facility with English writing, the y expect fluenty (Land &
Whitley 1989, pp. 284-85).
Hamp-Lyons (1990, p. 80), by cOhtrast, find^
for variations in holistic ratings is that raters
share the same construct of writing

the reason
do not

quality or, i

other

words, researchers "cannot consistently agree wit 1

other when assessing the same writing samples or
sometimes with our own judgments a Dout

each

even

the same samples

made

on different occasions" (p. 80).
Still another finding focuses on writing to^ic

assignments. Reid (1990), in her examination of lp.ow ESL
students perform in response to va rious topic types, did not
observe differing writing skills b stween

two kinds

of topics

ii

(Comparison/Contrast and Take a Po sition, and DeS

ribe and

Interpret a Chart or Graph). In opposition to thiI is the
study by Carlson and Bridgeman (19 36, p. 148) whldh

indicates that different writing t spies elicit a variation
of syntactic ability.
Ruetten (1991) states that paIrs of holistic

greatly at variance are found in E3L rather than

scores

writing.

When the content is clear and developed in a NS e say, the
grammar and mechanics are overlook(Bd; ratings for

NNS

papers, however, include grammatical as well as raetorical
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features. Additionally, another stjudy of rating p airs
(Mullen 1980, p. 167) revealed tha[t some pairs ct lid

not

produce reliable judgments.

Moreover, such interrater unrlellability caU;0xist

across some language groups, according to Carlsoni

and

Bridgeman (1986, p. 143). They cite a study condu cted by
Breland and Jones (1982) in which Hispanic ESL st:udents'

syntactic and lexicographic scores

were much more

important

than their scores for discourse characteristics.

Some researchers, while granting that holistic scoring

is highly subjective, still find it

a reliable mfethod

(Homburg 1984; Carlson & Bridgeman 1986, p. 149).

For

instance, Homburg (1984) found that raters utilize
features, one at a time and always

several

in the same order and

manner, in scoring papers (a "funnel method"). Sinee

the

categorization is comprised of a combination of f^atures
such as T-unit length or number of errors, he fihids

consistency and therefore objectiv e

evaluations,

One analytic investigation ce ntered on which aspects of
'i

the rating process raters stress (Freedman & Calfee 1983, p.
85). Of significance are the essay itself, the rater, and

the context, or setting, of the session. The investigators
show that the individual essay carries

expert evaluators (p. 77).
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more

we

among

However, the above study doed not address tf.0 issue of
the validity of holistic scoring for ESL papers, pother

study (Kroll 1983) does; it discovered that holistic scoring
was able to provide both reliable and valid score s (p. 27).
Similar scores for each student were recorded for papers

written at home and those produced in class (p. 6 2).
However, Kroll notes that ESL students

still pro^uced

erroneous word level choices for at-home

composiiions (p.

141).

A COMPARISON OF NATIVE- AND NON-NATIVE WRITING

Some studies propose that the writing probld
and NNS students are the same or s imilar

s of NS

enough f ar

both

groups to be taught in the same classroom. Amberg (1984),
for example, found that developmental-level NS's :and
advanced-level ESL students score similarly on wr iting
tests. In addition, the two groups of writers coniiiitted the
same kinds of errors: subject-verb agreement and ferb usage
(choice, tense, and verb form errors).

On the opposite side, Cohen (1975, p. 196) f.Qund there

are notable characteristic differences between thej errors of
two groups should be separated because non-ESL-ticjined
NS's and NNS's. In addition, Benson et al (1992) found the

teachers are not equipped to deal v/ith the cultuijial and
writing differences of ESL writers,
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One more reason for separatin g classes comprised

both student populations is that K S's
their strengths and weaknesses in

and NNS's hary

of

in

two distinct ch•|:egories

grammatical facts, according to Na ttinger (1978)
soft facts. Hard facts, for instan ce,

of

hard and

are

externally perceivable eve nts which are
operationally definable; they usually inyplve
measuring and counting, and are independe htly
verifiable by the replication of some sort of
procedure; they are the fa cts of what huTTians do.
other kind of facts are "soft facts."

The se

are

The

more

internal responses to the external data;

they are only internally v|ierifiable

and are

perceptions of what humans think they do;; they
involve, in other words, the mental concebts with
which we categorize the worid. (Nattinger 1978, pp.
77-78

While NS's share the same soft, or

culturally-rei ated,

facts

with NS instructors, NNS's often share neither th 2 hard

facts nor very many of the soft facts with their zeachers.
The most common difference in

writing that E 3L student

papers present, though, is what appears to be red mdancy
(Land & Whitley 1989). Nevertheless, readers can
essay until they recognize the structure

reread an

utilized

by the

writer. If a reader utilizes a topical structure.analysis,

rereading and noting all grammatical subjects of independent
clauses, the reader often sees that these subject

operate

as higher-order cohesive devices (p. 291)
By contrast, Grabe and Biber (1987) reached a different
conclusion when they performed a textual analysis

on the

relationship between the co-occurrence of various patterns.
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such as structural features, analyzing the genres

of

narrative, exposition, argumentation, and descrip fion. They

applied a multi-feature/multi-dimensional approap h.
Grabe and Biber conclude that there is altnog

no

difference between the papers composed by NS and :i^S student

writers. Furthermore, they found only small differences
between essays rated "good" and "poor." However,

these

researchers conclude that ESL students utilize mpre pronouns

than NS's, indicating a less-formal academic styi

A similar study mentioned earlier (Reid 199^

.

, however,

obtained results at odds with those of Grabe and' Biber. Reid

used a discourse analysis to compare the writing pf NS's of
four languages to identify quantitative differences

in the

syntax and lexicon of the languages. The investigation
consisted of four writing tasks, t wo topic types

and two
ij

topic tasks for each type (Comparison/Contrast aijid

Take a

Position, and Describe and Interpret a Chart or 0raph). Reid
discovered different results than 3rabe and Bibei: concerning

excessive use of pronouns. Students respond by topic type in
their use of pronouns rather than using them excessively for

all topics and types (p. 202).

COMPARING SCORES BEFORE AN!D AFTER CORRECTION

Thus far, we have seen that E 3L students geh rally

commit more and usually distinctly
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different errors in their

writing than do NS students. The p reponderance of
errors in particular appears to affeet

by NNS compositions. Moreover, ESL

local

the scoreis received

writers often compose

using their first-language rhetorical patterns, w hich vary
from what is expected in American

higher

institutions of

learning. Thus, the grades of NNS's

often are low hr than

their NS classmates.

What this research will attemjpt to discover

is whether

factors other than surface errors, such as rhetor ical

patterns that vary from typical American

coherenc

f'

cohesion, and so forth, affect the scores of NNS

compositions. Several researchers have investigated

scores

for comparable groups of students from the two pp pulations,
and a few more currently have reported on comparisons of
scores before and after correction for NS's and NNS's

Several researchers, for example, state that higher

grades are given to NS papers than to error-freej NNS papers
(Land & Whitley 1989, p. 286; Fein 1980; McGirt 1$84;
Whitley 1984; Sweedler-Brown 1993a). However, in ^n inquiry

into whether the compositions for the two groups

in

comparable courses are rated simil arly, Fein (1980)
I

discovered systematic differences in the writing., |i

Conversely, it is noteworthy that some measu res in his
inquiry do not indicate gross disp arities

between

with ESL essays scoring lower. For instance, NNS
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the groups
papers were

comprised of about as many words a s

those of NS'S

had fewer

discourse-type errors, wandered off the topic less

frequently, and contained slightly higher scores

in mean T-

unit length (indicating that the ESL writing samp ies may
have been more sophisticated).
Then, in an attempt to determine the effect of
sentence-level errors on the ratinjs of ESL papers, one

researcher (Sweedler-Brown 1993a)

:::ompared scores|for before

and after correction of ESL students within a control group

of developmental-level NS's. She found significanti score
increases for the mean of the lower- and higher-rated ESL

compositions. Curiously, the mid-range scores didlnot
increase similarly. Moreover, whil<5 the error

before

correction was high (8.99/00 words] for the strongest ESL
essays, they did receive passing sciores. The assumption is
that raters were influenced more by variables such

as

rhetorical variation or weakness raither than by st rface
features in the writing.
Next, McGirt (1984), Whitley

1984), and Sweedler-Brown

(1993b) expanded the topic of scord comparisons
conducting studies that contrasted ESL scores befplte and

after correction with those of NS jjapers. While Mbjsirt
(1984) compared samples taken from

comparable groidps

fulfill the undergraduate composition requirement; at

that
the

University of California at Los Ang eles, Sweedler-r Brown
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rom essays produced
prod
(1993b) compared ratings derived flrom
by

lopmental-level
intermediate ESL students and developmental-leveljNS
students at San Diego State University.
McGirt (1984) determined that the essays cornposed by
40% of the ESL students in his study

were impaire i by the

frequency of morpho-syntactic writing errors. In addition,
such surface-level errors are not the sole reasoiji for the

unsatisfactory ratings of the ESL jpapers. On the; bther

hand,

by examining analytic scores of various writing f actors
well as those of holistic scoring,

as

Sweedler-Browri (1993b)

discovered that sentence-level errbrs alone accounted for

the significant variations in ratings for before land after
correction in her study. A notable finding was that of the

pass/fail difference between the t\\?o groups: 16 received

failing scores and 2 received passing scores originally;
after corrections, 1 received a fail and 17 recei\^ed a pass,
Thus, in her study the presence of

surface errors is

extremely significant for the successful completion of the
course by ESL students.

All of the studies above indicated in mean qojmparisons
that NNS scores before correction V7ere failing. Mpireover,
after correction, the means for all. were a strong pass. The

t-tests all indicated significant clifferences betjween

the

means of the two populations. Moreover, all groupfe began
with relatively high percentages of failing scores
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and

concluded with notably lower percentages. Next, t tie

mean

error count for each study indicated dramatic differences
before and after correction. Finally,

dramatic variations in comparison

all studies

indicated

with the NS set
ires,
(■

and in

each instance the NS scores did not increase as dramatically
after corrections were made.

The findings from the literature

discussed contain much

disagreement concerning both the w ritten

efforts of ESL

students and instructor response to those efforts

In

particular, there exists a lack of sufficient sti|i lies
comparisons between NS and NNS texts in relation^ to

of

surface

errors. The aim of this study is to add to the efforts

other researchers regarding this issue.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE STUDY: SUBJECTS AHD METHODOLOGY

CONTEXT

For the purpose of clarifyincf the context ojf

this

study, I will summarize the curric;ulum and placepitent
procedures for the composition courses
State University, San Bernardino

offered ait California

Following thati.

I will

then discuss the background of th^ subjects of the study. I
will then describe the procedures of the study. 1n this way,
the various parts of the study car be placed in fcjheir proper

perspective.
Incoming undergraduate studer ts at California

State

University, San Bernardino must ta.ke the English, jPlacement
Test (EPT). Placement in freshman composition or; one of

several preceding basic writing cc urses depends u.pon the
score received on the EFT. The courses prior to freshman

composition, English 101, begin wi th English 85A|

then

proceed to English 85B, and conclude with English

95. These

courses carry credit, but they are not degree-applicable.
Students can move up through the ranks of these cpurses by

successful completion of them, or they can be recommended by
their teacher(s) to be placed dire ctly into 101 f com
85B.
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85A or

During the winter 1992 term, the universitycomparable freshman English courseis, English 101

offered two
and ESL

English 101. Both courses met the undergraduate w:;riting

requirement, and both received the: full credit of

a

university course, four units. Only one section b f

the ESL

English 101 course was offered, as a pilot coursb i, and only
during that one term.
The procedures for placement for that coursb

are the

following: early in the fall term of 1991, a writing prompt
was administered for all winter 1992 term incoming freshman

composition classes. The students were also required

to

complete a biodata form, which req nested informalion
concerning their native language a nd background. This form
is reproduced in Appendix A.
Essays were then pulled and 1 isted

as appro^riate

ESL English 101 according to two criteria:

for

the st lident's

self-report, which noted that he oir she was a norii

native-

speaker of English and/or the writing's exhibiting any ESL

features. This determination was m^de by the TESL
specialist. Professor Wendy Smith, and by two other
experienced ESL instructors.

Then, individuals from the li^t of NNS students were
invited to participate in a pilot ESL English lOl' iclass. The
subjects of this study came from one section of an English
101 class and the above-described ESL English 101
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class.

SUBJECTS

The study is comprised of thj.rty-four studet ts, twenty
from English 101 and fourteen from ESL English T0|1. The
instructor for the English 101 clciss reported that

there

had a background

of LI

were no students in the class who

(i.e., first language) other than English and whc

had

resided in the United States for less than seven years.

Three papers had been excluded from the study for

reasons

mentioned below (see "Procedures"). There were tiw enty-three

females and eleven males remainincr in the pool o|f eligible
subjects who participated in the d.nvestigation. T hirtedn
the females were N's; ten were not,. Of the males:)

seven

of

were

NS's and four were NNS's.

A wide diversity of language backgrounds is: represented
among the subjects participating i n the ESL sample. Below is
a list of the native languages of the ESL students:

Amharic
Cambodian
Farsi

1

Japanese

1

1
1

Laotian

1

Malay

1

Mandarin

4

Spanish

4

Vietnamese

3

PROCEDURES OF TUE STUDY

The research for this study involves comparisons

of

written work produced under compartable conditions by the
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students in both a NS and a NNS fireshman compositjion

class.

The study was designed to address the following c uestions:
1. Is there more variation in holistic sc ores

awarded to ESL-written essays than to nativespeaker essays, in otheir words, less interrater reliability?
With surface errors coifrected, do the: jratings
increase comparably foi* both groups?

3. Do raters respond to surface

errors more or to

(Quality in the riting, as
judged by their respon^e to corrected,! error-free

some other non-native

compositions?

THE ASSIGNMENT

In-class compositions were eljicited from thle
during a midterm based on a commorl reading/writih

students

r

assignment. The topic for the curient study was a^reed

upon

by the participating instructors before the testihg occurred
(Appendix B). The text which was used for the prptnpt was an
article entitled "Friends as Family" by Karen Liiidsey
(Colombo et al, eds., 1992, pp. 463-476). The assignment

occurred during the fifth week, or approximately! halfway
!

through the winter quarter, on Feb urary 13, 1992!.
Teachers notified students approximately twc weeks in

advance that they would be writing

an in-class ccImposition

on the article. Both instructors opted

to discuss

article and possible prompts regarding it during
meeting before the day of the commion writing. The
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the
a class

article

was distributed to the students a week before the session

allotted to the in-class composit

on.

Students were not allowed an^ outline, note^,

or other

materials other than a copy of the; article and a dictionary

during the course of composing. Discussion

concer:
fling

neither the article nor the prompt; was permitted during the
class session in which the writincf occurred. Sixt y to

seventy minutes were allotted by

11 instructors; for the in-

class writing. None of the student,s whose papers were
involved in this research were awa re

of the study'' being

conducted.

SELECTION OF THE DATA BASE

Next, from the two classes whose instructors had agreed
to participate, I examined the compositions for t heir
appropriateness for the study. Papers

from three of the NNS

students were excluded from the study

at this poi:nt

for

i'

various reasons. In one instance a writer referred, in the

body of her composition, to her ow n name. Such cbmments
could indicate to raters that the

individual might

be a NNS.

Moreover, two more students were dropped from thd study for

specifically stating in their essa ys that they were foreign
students studying in the United States.
I then typed the handwritten essays for the

hirty-four

participants as they had been writ ten, leaving intact any
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impositions
and all errors. Names were not inc;luded on the d(

being scored; rather, I assigned numbers to each!'paper.

Moreover, care was taken to avoid alerting the ridters

of the

NNS status of any of the student v;riters. Such ait tion

was

necessary in order not to distort the study; the possibility
exi&ted of rater variation in resfionse to percei^ ed
texts. Such response could have elicited

ESL

differen t

reactions. See Appendix D for sampiles of essays bbfore and
after correction for both groups c f writers.

SCORING

The papers were then presentsd to the freshtian

101

committee for scoring. No teachers evaluated the! writing of
their own students. The scoring of each compositi on

performed by two English department normed raterp

was

i.e.,

they had been trained by the department to score|

compositions holistically during a rapid reading

session.

Additionally, the raters were experienced in such holistic

scoring sessions.
Pairs of normed raters in the English department at

CSUSB generally are able to assign

scores, on a Six-point

scale, within two points of each other.

In the event of a

difference greater than two points, however, pape rs

are

given to a third rater. The score assigned is the cp. the
average of the two closest scores
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The six-point scoring guide used for the hoi.istic

rating sessions pertaining to this study is custo mary for

the English department, in that al.l teachers usii g the guide

for holistic scoring have been trciined in and are|
experienced with the guide. See Appendix C for a copy of the

rating scale used by the English department,

IDENTIFYING ERRORS

After the scoring was completled, I compared;

bach set of

scores. The next step was to examine all papers fpr morpho

syntcactic errors (see Appendix E for the error 1 ist used).
For this study, I used the same ca tegories of erl brs

as

those used in the comparable study done by McGirt (1984).

The error list originates from a pilot study con<9(acted by
ESL and TESL (teachers of English

as a second Ianguage)

consultants. The purpose of the study was to form

a basis on

which McGirt (1984) could develop a policy for identifying

and correcting errors. Mechanical, word-level, atid sentencelevel errors are included in the 1ist, which appear below. I

found no errors in my data base ot her

than those

categorized

in the list.

CORRECTION OF ERRORS

These errors were corrected ip.

compositions. The error types were
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the next typitiig of the

of items that

tfere

omitted, superfluous, or of the incorrect form, 'ilhe error
correction guidelines which were developed by McGirt (1984)
exclude errors that are typical oi: NS writing, s|uch as

faulty parallelism.

The second item to note is that examples of
morphological and syntactic origir

errors of

which were corrected are

agreement, articles, function-word choice, local; word order,
word redundancy, missing word, and lexical-synta^ tic

problems. Examples of these errors

as exhibited in NNS

1

essays are as follows.
1. Agreement:
The article . . . is ths

perfect examples

Everyone expect to have a perfect, ha^;dy family
2. Articles:

FThel Biological family is important

There are strong bonds hmong [a] family's members
Function-Word Choice Erirors:

She talked about the adopting family
the nuclear family, whic;h carries the blood
bondage
Local Word Order Errors

some changes about fami ies' model froml '50's
a perfect, well-rounded,

run smoothlv fpmily

5. Redundancy:

You have your own mind alnd self. decide
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for

yourself. The traditioijial family is hpl to your
decision . . .

We can choose most of our family; we fca.n choose
all of our family. Her

opinion about ifamily . .

6. Missing Word:
First [_], "honorary relatiye" family

that uncle

or aunt as you grow up.

but it is not the most faopular [kind of] family.
7. Lexical-Syntactic Problcsms
The first family that I

would want to

mentioned . . .

They hate each other and loye is not existinq.
Third, mechanical errors to which I attended

spelling, capitalization, and punct nation.

were

Some e» amples

of

these errors follow.

1. Spelling:
socity [society].
absoulate [absolute].
2. Punctuation:
She did not belieye in t le

^myth of nudlear

family.

The nuclear family is mo:^e than a myth [j

] a lie.

3. Capitalization:

^he describes how she fe^ls about certajin
families.
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/the conditions for caliing a group of people a
family are simple.

Specifically, the major grammatical categories h

ich were

used for corrections are as follows:
1. Agreement
2. Articles

3. Conjunctions

4. Derivational Moij'phemes
5. Fragment/Run-On/ Comma Splice
6. Mechanics

7. Prepositions
8. Pronouns

9. Singular/Plural
10.
11.
12.
13.

Verbals
Verbs
Word Choice
Word Order

In addition to the above list,

some of the ipfLjor

grammatical categories, as noted iin Appendix E, contain
several sub-categories. For instancce,

pronouns ma y

be

erroneous in case or reflexiveness, and verbs can contain

errors in form, passive voice, auxiiliary, modal, or particle
ional morphemes are broken
(a loose affix). Moreover, derivat:
down into nominal or adjectival forms. In this list,

however, adverbial forms of derivational morpheme^ have been
omitted.

Punctuation, furthermore, contains eight sub-j

categories. Spelling errors are categorized in fQiir manners,
as are conjunctions. There are both '-en' and '-irig'
i'! j

listings for participial phrases, and three categories of
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singular versus plural nouns, whi(3h are count/nqricount, noun
adjuncts, and object of prepositic):in.

SECOND READINGS

I next typed the essays in t le corpus, corriejcting all
of these errors. No other changes were made in tjli e

compositions. As with the papers before correcti|d:|n,

I left

off student names and instead assd.gned numbers. iThus, the

identities of the authors of the piapers before cbrrection
that were included in the study ar d the papers af ter
correction were unknown to anyone

other than thiL

researcher.

After that, the papers were ^iven to other normed
i
raters from the English department who were experienced

with

|
.

holistic scoring procedures and the campus scoriri,g guide. No
rater received both compositions before correctidh and after
correction. The readers were given no explanation other than
that I wanted them to use the above-mentioned six

point

I

_ . i

scoring system to evaluate the com positions holis hically for

an unspecified study I was doing,

These raters were

similarly uninformed of the inclusion of ESL papd rs
corpus or of the purpose of my res

in the

arch.

Following the second rating of the essays, t ie

mean and

standard deviation were determined for the four g oups: NS
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uncorrected, NS corrected, NNS unporrected, and llfNS
corrected.

Next, correlation coefficients were performejd to

i li
determine the reliability of the iraters. Last, a|f[ter

collecting the second set of rated papers, statiiiltical
analyses (t-tests and MANOVA) were: performed on b^th their
results and on those from the essays before corr^iction. The
h'

i

t-tests served to compare the means of the two ptijpulations,
i

and the MANOVA served to determine

the significance in score
I

variations. The two sets of results

were then coipipared. The

findings are described in the foilowing chapter.
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CHAPTER F(DUR

RESULTS

The holistic scores assigned by the raters

o the

essays from the two groups of writ:ers, NS and Nisjs, reveal
both expected and unexpected results. The scores'

before

correction are lower than the scojres after corre|c;tion for
both groups. In both instances, NS students as a whole

receive higher ratings than do NNS students. These results

concur with those found by other I'esearchers (McCirt 1984,
Whitley 1984, Sweedler-Brown 19931), Fein 1980).
However, a closer examination indicates sea

difference in comparing the amounts of increase !in ratings
from the versions before correcticin to the versid:ns after
correction. These statistics are discussed later

This

result differs from the similar studies conducted by the
above-noted researchers. However, as I expected, interrater

reliability decreases significantl y for NNS scores

after

correction.

INTERRATER RELIABILITY

An examination of the responses of the pairs of ratings

for the two groups of papers yields unexpected resuits.

One

j

result is that the scoring sessions produced what appeared
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to be agreement in response among the raters. However>

correlation coefficients, which reflect statistical
reliability, indicate less agreem(5nt than initially
appeared.

For the scores before correction, the figures indicate
I

a high positive correlation betweesn pairs of ratJcrs for both

groups of ratings. The figures are +.721 for NS'jfi and +.73
i^j
for NNS's. In other words, much reiliability exislts before
correction between the pairs of rjiters for both

roups.

On the other hand, correlations decrease fo

both

The NS figure!

groups on scores after correction

now is

.624, while the NNS slips considerably to .574. ■[!bus, not as
much agreement (and therefore not as much reliab

llity)

exists after surface error correctjion, particula

ly for the

NNS population. The response to th e

first researph question,

then, regarding whether variation in holistic sc0res

between

the two groups of writers exists, is positive: I Conclude
there does exist notably less agre ement between r aters

rating NNS essays without surface

on

errors.

One peculiar result is that o f

differences ib scores

I

for pairs of raters before correct ion and after c! orrection.
i

The ratings for 12% of all papers

actually decre^ Se

from

before correction to after correct ion. The reason for such a

drop in ratings might be explained by variations between
rater response pairs.
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TESTING PRQCEDURES BE 'QRE CORRECTION

The mean and standard deviation for the uncorrected

essays were calculated. These sta1:istics are indicated in
Table 1. Before correction, the mean is 6.60 fbriiNS's and
6.07 for NNS's.: For NS's the standard deviation is 1.39; for
NNS's it is 1.10. I discusSthese statistics later.

Descriptive Statistics
for Scores of

Uncorrected Comjiositions

X - .

GROUP

Natxve
ESL

s

, 6.60

1.39

6.07

1.10

TABLE 1

Table 2, a list of the freque ncy

distiibutid n

of

■

scores, indicates that 43% of the NNS papers scorS

at or

below the lowest score obtained by NS papers, 5.0

Likewise,

20% of the NS papers score at or above the highest score

obtained by NNS papers, 8.0.
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Frequency Distribution of Scores
for Uncorrected Essays
ESL ScOres

Scores

Score

(f)

:|£)

Score

■ i'
1

10

8.0

5

8

7.0

4

7,

6.0

4

6

5.0

6

5

10.0

9.0

:i'

9

TABLE 2

The results from the frequency distribution'of scores

are presented visually in Figure 1, Uncorrected Scores.

This

graph shows the percentage of each group of students that
receives the various scofes. The figure charts ah unusually-^

shaped line for each group: it prograsses in a mostly upward
, ■

' 'll

direction rather than forming the usual "teepee"ishape

similar to the typical bell-shaped curve. There is a near
overlap between the two groups at about 20% betweSen a one-

point spread of scores. Both the NS's and NNS's aippear to
I
i

fall within several distinct group

In comparing the table with t he information iin the

frequency distribution chart with ii\ean and standard
I

deviation (Descriptive Statistics, Table 1), we see that 36'

of the iSTNS students receive ratings above the mean of the NS
students. Further, 50% of the NS's
below the mean of the NNS group.
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receive

scores ■ at or

Uncorrecteci Scores
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FIGURE; 1

Generally, scores for the two groups of:sp udents appear

to be: distinctly separate. In order to determiii# whe^^
differehce between them is: .Sig^^ ficant, at-teat
conducted.
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was:

RESULTS OF THE T-TEST

The t-test performed on the Calculations bCfore
correction yielded mixed results. Specifically,

he findings

are as follows: the results indicate that score 1" variations
between the two groups, NS and NNS, are such thsiC they do
ii, I

not occur by chance. In other words, there is a jCignificant
difference between the NNS and the NS scores before
I

corrections were made. In contrast; to this findiji]g, there is
no significant difference between the means for |t he
corrected NS and NNS ratings.

TESTING PROCEDURES AFTER CORRECTION

I then performed similar oper ations on the f
the ratings after correction. Both sets of score®
recorded; each pair of ratings was

suits of
were

totalled. No t o raters

for either group deviated more than two points,
The next step was to average the pairs of ratings for

all four sets of scores. Several ihteresting findings

emerge. One finding is that large percentages of j. papers
would have failed before corrections were made, according to
the six-point grading scale, since only papers scoring above
three points pass. 55% of the NS's

and 64% of th^liNNS

students received non-passing grades before corrections were

made (see score descriptions in English Departmett Rating
Scale, Appendix C).
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Scores after correction indi cate

interesting results

also. Most scores for both groups increased; only 25% of the

■

■

: |l ■

NS's and 36% of the NNS students received nonpass ratings,

For the NNS papers, 36% did not increase their scores, 7%

lost points, and 29% raised their scores from failing to
.

' I

passing. No papers slipped from a pass to a fail!:rating.

Descriptive Statistics
for Scores of

Corrected Compositions

GROUP

X

Native

7.35

1.49

ESL

6.86

1.12

TABLE 3

In Table 3, the descriptive sitatistics for cprrected

compositions, the mean and standaid deviation arei seen as

s, and 6.86 an*^

7.35 and 1.49 respectively for NS'

1.12 for

NNS's respectively. Compared to th e figures befor
correction, these all show an incr ease. The incrpase for NNS

standard deviation indicates the p oint spread is larger.

signifying that less agreement in scoring response exists.
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Frequency Distribution of Scores
for Corrected

English Scores

;;

score

(f)

Score

ESL Scores
10, 0

10.0

9.0

9.0

V 2

8.0

6

8,0

7.0 :

4

7.0

6.0
5.0

i If)

■/

3

6.0

3

5.0

,_TABLEV4

1 again computed the frequenc y distribution
(noted in Table 4) . A comparison with the similar

before correction yields an overal1

of

scores

table

increase in scores

for

both groups, as might be expected, In contrast, though, this
scoring session yields little diff 2rence

in ratii!i|t|s between

the two groups. This time, only 14 k of the NNS essays score
at or below the lowest score obtained by NS papers, 5.0.

Moreover, 20%, the same amount as before, of the MS essays

score at or above the highest score bbtaihed by MlMS papers,
9.0.

' ■
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The visual presentation of these figures dffers a
dramatic difference in that, rather than the phior incline,
the percentages now form a more familiar, up-ahd-down.
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triangular design (see Figure 2). Similar tp:'the
representing the papers before co rrection, this,

igure

depicts two separate groups, yet they now appear to overlap

to a greater degree. Moreover, now only for the INS's are
there several one-point spreads of identical percentages.
A comparison of the figures in the table of
statistics with the frequency distribution chart

shows that

approximately 64% of the NNS essa /s now receive,ratings
above the mean of the NS essays. Moreover, 45% of the NS's
now receive scores at or below the mean of the KlfS essays.
Thus we see that, after correction, the scores for the NNS

compositions have increased dramat:ically in proportion to
the NS compositions, when viewing the data this way.

Mean Score of the Four Groups

10
9
8

7.35
6.60

7\
6.86

6
5

6.07

(ESL)

4 ■'
■. 3 ;
■ 2

'l'- ■
With Errors

FIGURE 3
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Without Errorb

Furthermore, a comparison of the mean score S

picture visually and conceptually clearer. Figur k

makes the

3.

I

indicates the means before and after correction!for both the

NS and NNS ratings. As can readily be seen, the

scores for

the two groups of students plot s Lightly upward; nearly

parallel, on inclining lines. This

depiction inc^icates

the

similarity in rating increase for both NS and NNS papers.

RESULTS OF THE T-TEST

The results of the t-test coijiducted on the jscores after

morpho-syntactic error correction

indicate therd

IS

significant difference between th^ means for the|

no

uncorrected

and corrected NNS sample.

Because the results of the at>ove statisticaill
calculations were somewhat conflicting

and indetp rminate, a

MANOVA (multivariate analysis of -v ariance and coiv kriance)
was then performed on the computat ions.

RESULTS OF THE MANOVA

This study was designed with two independent

variables:

native status/non-native status and errors/no errcrs.

A

r

MANOVA was performed for repeated measures, that,!is, to
i

determine whether the slight diffe rence

in scores between

the two student populations could account for a "Variable or
for the interaction between the variables.
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MMJOVA Tables

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

■„ V SS /■ ■ -DF

Source of Variation

Withitl cells
Constant

:

90.94

HS

32

Sig of F

IF

2 .84

2974;8;3:

: 1

2974.83

4.30

1

4.30

10 46.79

. 000
.228

Tests Involving "SCORE" Wi thin-Subject Eifltect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Score

Group by Score

SS

DF

MS

32

.85

27.05

If.

Sig of F

9 . 71

1

9.71

111 49

. 002

.01

1

. 01

01

.938

TABLE

5

The figures for the MANOVA appear in Table B
,

can conclude from the MANOVA that,

above.

One

for both groups, the

statistics for corrected essays are significantly'
than for the scores for uncorrecte d essays.

better

There is no

significant main effect due to grcup; in other words, the NS
and NNS students have performed similarly

in thihj study. The

improvement from uncorrected to corrected score i' 3
for both NS and NNS ratings. The t able

indicates

the same

no

statistically significant interact ion between student status
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dlthout
(NNS or NS) and error (with or wi

errors).|: From

these

results, we see there is no significant rating y kriation

!/- error. In

that is attributed to either +/- nativeness or +

the following chapter, I discuss
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these results.

CHAPTER HIVE

DISCUSSION, SUMMARY, AND SUGGESTIONS

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

This study examines the effects of morpho-0yntactic
errors on the writings of NS and NNS essays. The study

compares the holistic ratings assigned

to each ^roup

of

papers. The results of the research are as follows
1. For holistic scoring of ESL texts, pairs of

raters are generally as reliable as for native
texts before correction; after correc;tion, there
is considerably less agreement.
Without the control of differences be ween the

morphological and synt^ctic errors, t jie teacher
response to NS and NNS writing is sig; ificantly
different.

With the control of moirphological and, syntactic

errors, instructor resijonse to the writing
proficiency of NS and NNS writers doejs not
exhibit a statistically significant difference.

The scores after correction of morphcj syntactic
and mechanical errors goes not exhibiit^ a
significant difference between the ra!ti|ings of
native or non-native cdmpositions.

This chapter discusses the ressults of the sh udy and the

writing proficiency of the NS and NNS subjects wiho

participated in the study. Additionally, the chabter
the reliability of holistic scoriri'g, specificalli;

reviews

of NNS

writing, for this research. Furthe;r, I include ai summary and
1

conclusions of the research, follciwed by some implications
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to which the findings point. Lastly, I offer seivbral
pedagogical suggestions regarding- the evaluating! of ESL
student writing.
RESULTS; RESEARCH QUESTION 1
Is there more variation in holistic scob

ps awarded

to ESL essays than to NS essays, in oth^ r words.
less interrater reliability?

The apparent agreement exhibited between the pairs of
raters during holistic scoring was unexpected. That is, most
researchers (Carlson & Bridgeman 1986, Homburg 1984, Mullen

1980, Hamp-Lyons 1990, Hake 1986, Ruetten 1991, I Land &
Whitley 1989, Freedman & Calfee 1983, Janopoulos 1989) have
shown that, in particular, the ho listic

scoring| bf

NNS

compositions often produces unrel iable pairs of i ratings. I
i

expected that ESL-type, beyond sentence level, r aetorical
differences would have created less reliability

han the NS

ratings, requiring third readers in many instanpds
The scores for pairs of readers, however, Wcire in
'
I i
1

accordance more than anticipated. This finding niight be the

result of the small size of the simple. Another |possibility
for such concordance in pairs of ^ratings is that
at CSUSB, although not all trainee

in the field

cjf ESL

studies, have received excellent t;raining in hoi

scoring such that they can attain

the raters

jstic

a high rate of| [agreement

in their scoring. On the other hand, it is possible that
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these raters all attend so much to surface error that that

is all they see.

One questionable point concerning the holi^tic scoring
in this study is the decrease in

both groups

some scores for
I-

after correction. Overall, though, from an exami nation of
I

the ratings there appears to be miore interrateri agreement
I

suggest. Despi be

here than previous research would

the above

i
findings, though, the results of the correlatioii
coefficients are more revealing of

the raters' r psponses.
i

While the correlations before cor

rection are qu^te

high for

both groups, the decreased correl ations after 09treetion
II

!' I

indicate less agreement. This is ]Darticularly the

case for

i

teacher response to NNS writing efforts.

■

I

For this reason, we see that agreement exisis for these

raters, in the main, in regard to

response to sijiface

errors. However, there appears to

be less agreement in

response to NNS composing per se,

that is, afterl llsurface

errors have been eliminated. In this manner, thijd study

indicates the raters are in agreement in responsjel to surface
errors and attend to them to a decree greater than they
claim.

RESULTS: RESEARCH QUESTION 2

With surface errors correc

ted, do the ra|;ings

increase comparably for be th groups?
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The raters of the second group of cotnposit[ions,

those

h

i'

which had morpho-syntactic errorsi corrected, rait ed

the

essays of both NS's and NNS's hicher than the fjirst
before correction. Such a result

scoring

is to be expected. These

raters awarded scores that were different for th e two groups

of papers--the NNS essays receive d lower ratings
spite of the difference between the

overall. In

performance! of

groups, though, the difference between NS and Nik,

the two

after

correction was not significant. This result is s arprising; I

expected a negative answer to this question, one

that

resulted from a dramatic increase in NNS scores

yet a mean

significantly lower than for NS scores. I elaborate this
!' i

point in my response to the folio wing research qifestion.

RESULTS: RESEARCH QUESTION 3

Do raters respond to surface errors more or to some
other non-native quality in the writing,! as judged
by the response to correci:ed, error-free
compositions?

From the multiplicity of stuciies done by otj
researchers, I expected this study to conform tq

er

their

findings, that raters of holistic scoring would irate

NNS

papers, even after surface-error Corrections had been made,
significantly lower than NS papers. Nevertheless

such was

not the case in every manner.

In this study, although NNS compositions arC

scored

i

lower than the NS's before correc4ion, they are not
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after

correction. In fact, a smaller difference existis

after

correction between the NS and NNS scores.

For this reason, it appears

that the raters in this

study did not respond to any fact or

in the writing

of NNS

j,

students differently than they did to the NS papers.
other words, at least some raters

appear to res^ ond

In

solely

i:

to surface errors in some or all NNS essays. Som e of the
!■

categories of surface errors exhibited in these i i essays

are

I

i

agreement, article, derivational morpheme, punct aation, word

j

order, and spelling. Additionally, the scores fd t

the NNS

essays did not increase dramatically from uncorir ^cted to

corrected. Therefore, I conclude |that the raters

in this

instance appear to have responded mainly to the'i^nitial
surface errors.

The scoring guide (Appendix t) specifically

states for

raters to consider overall quality of the writing. Also, the
descriptions for unsatisfactory scores describe

eakness of

focus and/or structure. Most of tlfie literature fci r
to writing describes lower scores for NNS essays

response

because of

coherence, cohesion, and other rhetorical problet s.
I

Therefore, I further conclude that, the raters foji:;

the

l'

majority of the papers for this study did not at[t pnd
to these larger issues as they did to sentence-I'e vel
features, to which they responded vigorously.
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as much

WRITING PROFICIENCY OF NATIVE SPEAKESrIS

In this study, initially over half of the iDIjS
P

!

compositions (55%) receive failing marks. Afterl

correction, though, the scores ir:[crease

error

appreci^|Dly, causing

some failing essays to pass. Neai^ly half of thei papers with

1

ig scores. Nonetdheless, the
failing scores now receive passinscores of several essays do not increase. In comparison with
the NNS papers, we see that only

about half of the

NS papers

(55%) are rated at or below the NNS mean after c ©rrection.

as opposed to 20% before correcti ©n.
Overall, the performance of the NS student© in this
study offers few,surprising resul:s. However, I |c •id not

expect this pool of writers to pe:|:form as weakly

overall as

they did.

WRITING PROFICIENCY OF NON-NATIVE SPEARBRS

This research indicates that NNS writers colm'imit a
j

substantial amount of morpho-synta.ctic errors of| the
!

category generally identified as ESL-type errors

In turn,

such errors cause the scores of th ese

be

downgraded considerably. While ove r

students tp

half of the K NS essays,

i.

for instance, initially receive failing scores, t leir
after correction increase dramatically: only aboiit

scores

a third

now receive failing scores. Nevert teless, a considerable
amount of the compositions still d D
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not increase their

ratings after error correction. In these instanjces, I assume
that issues other than surface ei-rors affect thp ratings.
'

■

'

i

For example, such issues could be; coherence, co! esion, or

other rhetorical features. Many cf

ngs receive

the NNS writ

scores at or below the lowest score

obtained by NS papers

before correction, while a much 1ower amount scpre

at or

I

below NS writers after correction

Thus, surface errors do seem to affect NS raters in

holistically scoring NNS compositions. However,

after

correction of minor morpho-syntactic errors that
obscure the meaning of the writer

do not

s message, thijs

population increases scores at a i:ate similar tc^

student

NS's.

The latter result of this sti-idy certainly ijs
unexpected--all of the previous re search strongly suggests
j.

that variations of rhetorical patterns

for ESL writers
i
1

influence ratings negatively. Thus for this study
raters did not respond in all cases

some

to matters ot ler than

surface errors, such as weakness or rhetorical vatiation in
i

the writing of NNS students. Moreo /er, these raters did not
increase the scores of the NNS papers
that of the corrected NS papers.
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at a rate l^igher than

CONCLUS]:ON

SUMMARY

Fein (1980), McGirt (1984), Sweedler-Brown' (1993b), and
i:

Whitley (1984), in their researct., found that NS
score higher on holistically rated compositions

students

than NNS

students, both before and after c orrection of mp rpho

syntactic errors. The work conducted by Sweedleir

Brown

i'
1

(1993a) also supports their research, finding that

some ESL

writing is awarded significantly higher scores after

error

correction as compared to before correction. Thfse
researchers determine that features other than surface

errors account for the wide dispa rities in scores
The NNS students in this study also score significantly
lower with errors intact than the NS's. In contrast, though,

the NNS writers in this study do not score significantly
lower than the NS group after error correction
Thus, I conclude that for both groups of writers, the
corrected scores are significantly better than t!le

uncorrected scores. According to t:he statistical results,

there is no significant main effect due to grouj^

In other

words, NS and NNS students in this study perform similarly,

Additionally, there is no group X score int

raction.

That is, the improvement from uncorrected to cor|r ected
scores does not vary for the NS arid NNS papers.
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Even though there is no significant diffeirence between
the NNS papers before and after correction, thd: e

significant variation between th(5 papers befor^l

IS

a

correction

from the two classes: that is, the NNS essays s|cored
significantly lower than the NS ejssays. After correction,
though, no significant variation

is seen betwee

the scores

for the two groups of papers.

IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

THEORETICAL AND OTHER IMPLICATIONS

The results of this study both support and

contradict

the findings from previous research. This effect

alone is

sufficient to justify the researc h done in this i, study. The
reason is that such results indie ate

it is not true

in all

i.

instances that NNS students are r ated

holisticaily for
i

factors other than surface errors.

Moreover, this study

indicates the scores of NNS paper,3 can improve comparably
with NS papers after error correc:ion.

Another major implication arising from this Study is

^ined may, indeed, respond

that NS raters who are not ESL-trj

to ESL writing differently from NS writing. Thuq,

non-ESL

trained English teachers often att;end to error, even

considerably, in responding to writing although ithey profess
!'
!

not to do so. This also implies tljiat NNS studentjs might fare
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better and receive scores comparable to their efforts and
abilities if they are taught by ESL-trained stdff.

Yet another inference here |s that holistijc scores,
even of NS student compositions. sometimes vary

among

raters, as evidenced by comparisons of ratings Ibefore and

after correction on the same pap^r where scores^ actually
decrease. The implication is thati, to obtain reilability

and

validity, holistic raters require: periodic retr^ining
sessions, since their responses appear to vary
Moreover, holistic rating se ssions are supposed to rate
''

partially by comparison with other papers read during a
given sitting. Therefore, it seems

reasonable to consider

reading NNS papers together in a rating sessionr separate
from NS papers.

AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Further research of the kind

this study has

is appropriate. One reason for a (bontinuation in

conducted
this

direction is the diversity of resiilts in comparing NS and
NNS writing scores before and after correction. [Another
i

reason is the dearth of studies currently existi|ng in this
area. One more suggestion for furt:her research i's to conduct

studies similar to this one, but c:omparing score|s awarded by
ESL-trained and non-ESL-trained rs.ters.
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Additionally, a need exists for further research into

the frequency of instructor response that variejs from what
is purported to be the chief writing criteria. INext, more
studies are needed in other areas where present studies

yield conflicting results. Some of these topics worthy of
further investigation are response variations among

instructors, agreement on a hierarchy of errorsl

harsh

ratings because of perceived redundancy, negatij'^)e

response

1'

to error despite acceptable and ijnderstandable ic ontent,
response to variation in ability with syntax ant

and

rhetoric.

PEDAGOGICAL SUGGESTIONS

NNS students have differing cultural backgr ounds

attitudes and unique problems with American English

and

academic

'

writing. This study suggests that

this student ^opulation
r

fares better in separate classes conducted by ESL-trained
instructors. Further, Kroll (1990) suggests separate classes
for NNS students for their individual levels of individual

strength and weakness in rhetoric and syntax.
Additionally, writing instru Inters

should as certain that
i
!'

students can read, understand, ani relate to thd ir writing

assignments. Readings should be discussed before writing
assignments are given. Moreover,

eachers might

ead a class

discussion concerning possible future writing prompts and
how students might respond to them.
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Next, I would recommend that great attention be given

to choosing writing assignments knd to writing jspecific
prompts. Care should be taken not to assign culturally
!;

insensitive, culturally-biased, or unfamiliar tjppics for
I
I

students. For example, it would be insensitive jto assign a

topic that requests students to I'eveal more of jthemselves or
their feelings than they wish. Ir addition, topi cs
prompts that assume superiority cf

or

American atta tudes or

activities are biased. Further, some students ma y not have

i^n for

had the opportunity for experiences that are tak
i

granted in American society, such as experiencih g

an

exclusively American holiday. Moreover, the word ing of the
!■

directions should be clear and the diction simpl?.
1

I;

In many instances, NNS students respond wei

to

collaborative efforts (Hvitfeldt 1986; Kantor & IFubin 1981,

p. 77). Group writing assignments) at least somel

of the time

or initially during a term, appeat* to be benefic

al for some

students. Moreover, a "workshop" classroom situa

ion that

focuses on ideas, various drafts c f an assignment, and peer

feedback seems to encourage some beginning Englit h

writers

greatly.

e time allotte<^ for

Another area of concern is th

composing. It would be reasonable

not to conduct

Iimed

writing assignments for graded assignments except

as

required for in-class examinations

that many
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The reason is

NNS students require more writing time than NS1 s (Kroll
1983, p. 139). Ungraded, practice timed writing assignments,
however, continue to be of benefit to NNS writd

s.

Other suggestions relate to instructor response to ESL

writing. For instance, teachers

Should suspend 'their

judgment of an essay until it has been read ent|

rely,

perhaps even a second time (Land & Whitley 1989

p. 290).

cbhing goal shoui

d be on the

The focus of an instructor's tea

content, or ideas presented, in c;omposing rathej

than on the

form. Additionally, teachers should become as fkimiliar
possible with alternative patterns of coherencei

as

and

rhetoric.

NNS writers should not be penalized for experimenting
and taking chances with writing i n

English; thepefore,

teachers should recognize and rew ard venturesome

and growth. Nor should the focus of response be

endeavors
upon

sentence-level surface mistakes.

As with any small, single piece of researcljil

the

results of this study should be interpreted with] caution,
Another reason to be cautious is

that a margin 6f error

still does exist.

While the results of this study vary considerably in
11
some respects from those of similar studies, they do not in
other respects. For instance, NS compositions are scored
'[ '
i

higher than NNS compositions before
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correction as well as

after correction, indicating that scores for NN|S writers are
influenced by minor surface erro

rs, as other stjadies
I!

indicate (Zamel 1985, Fein 1980,

Homburg 1984, ikcGirt 1984,

Perkins 1990, Sweedler-Brown 199Ba). Further, the results of

this study tend to agree with Evola et al (198Q . That is.

the scoring for overall writing ^bility of these students
1 I

does not appear to be affected b^ global errors;Isuch as
coherence and cohesion.

In general, then, this study

has contribut^jd to the
; 1

research on response to ESL acadermic writing. It! has added

to the few studies to date concerning instructotjl response to
i il
NNS surface errors, particularly in comparison With NS
writing. It is hoped that further studies will
on similar issues in order to add

conducted

to the body of knowledge

concerning the response to and ratiing of ESL writing.
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APPENDIX A

BIODATA FORM

Questionnaire for Composition Stijidents
CSUSB Department of English
Course:
Instructor;
1. Name

2. Address

(Evening)

3. Telephone (Day)
4. Best time you can be reached:

5. Native Language

Do you sp'eak another

Language:

language at home?

Which language do you speak most frequently?

Which language do you usually speak with your j^'riends?
English

Other

If you speak another language with your friends| what is
the percentage of time you do soi

Which language do you feel most domfortable spedlking?

6. Where were you born?

If you were not born in the U.S., how long have you been

here?

Did you attend high school here?_
Name and location of high school:

Visa status (if citizen, please put "U.S.")

77

_yrs.

7. Which areas of writing do ycu have the most difficulty
with? (Number 1-4 according to difficulty, ; f'l" being the
most difficult)
Grammar

Content (Ideas)

Organization

Spelling & Punctuajtpion

8. What was your approximate GP^[ in your high ^phool
English classes?

Current (approximate) CSUSB GpA

SAT Verbal Score:

TOEFL/TWR Score|

EPT Score:

9. List all CSUSB composition or (writing classed you have
taken (and grades earned):

10. List any ESL classes you have tjaken here, in hjigh
school, or elsewhere:
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APPENDIX B

ENGLISH 101 COMMON IN-CLASS ESSAY

You will have 70 minutes to plan, write andjreview a

1

■

''

well-organized essay on the topic below. Be sureilto think

and plan before you write, and spqnd some time at|the end to
proofread what you have written.
TOPIC:

In "Friends as Family," KareniLindsay describes several

different kinds of families. What sorts of "familij^s" does
Lindsay have in mind? What are the conditions for,balling a

1

'I

1

iI

group of people a "family?" It is possible to estalblish a

family through non-genetic means today; for exampl^, adopted
children are part of their adoptive Ifamilies, and gay men

ll
and women form lifelong relationships which they coi^sider
family. Some non-related groups of people even enjc)^;^
communal living and consider themselves "family." What
conditions do these cases have in confmon that allow!them to
become families?
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APPENDIX C

SCORING

GUIDE

n

Papers should be scored for their overall diualitv.
and the student should be rewarded for what is
done well

POSSIBLE SCORES (SIX-POINT SCALE AND SINGLEH'pONCEPT
SCORING MARKERS)
SUPERIOR

A perceptive dnd thoughtful plaper which
may have occasional faults, hut it is
generally well-written, welliorganized,

detailed, syntactically matuhp, and

responds to al|L parts of the i^riting
assignment.
COMPETENT

A well-handled,! responsive paj^er
displaying skill in sentence 1

construction and variety, devhjlopment,
and word choice.
ADEOUATE

!i

Adequate paper for college leyel;
reasonably developed and focused,

although it maylhave weaknesseSj in

fundamentals easily corrected y(iith
casual editing.

INADEOUATE

Paper fails to develop topic adequately;

or exhibits weaknesses in focusij]
structure, synta>
mechanics.
INCOMPETENT

diction, or

Paper is well belpw college-leveljl

standards; lacks focus, directio^,
coherence, or completion.

INFERIOR

i ll

This score is used only for papers which
reflect a misreading of the topia,

completely avoid the topic, or app left
blank. Give these papers to the tj^ble
reader.
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLE ESSAYS FROM THE DATA BASE

Persons interested in obtaining the enitire corpus of ;
compositions should contact the chairperson for thisifetudy:
Dr. Wendy Smith

English Department'
CSUSB
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ESL COMPOSITION WITH ERRORS

ID #3
Mean Score 3.5

(Corrected Mean Score 4.5)

Friends as Family

Lindsey describes three sorts of families; the nuclear

family, which carries the blood bondage in them. For example
the father, mother, children, and any other relatives.
Secondly, the biological family, who are very close friends
of the family, who we consider as relatives & treat them as
relatives. Thirdly, the chosen family, a friend who you
chose as a relative, someone that you love very dearly, the

conditions for calling a group of people a "family" are
simple. Its usually people who you trust and give much
attention to as if they were part of you. When you call
someone your family is usually someone very close to you and

your family. Someone you grew up with. The only substance
that would actually come between someone is not having the
same blood running through their veins.

Yes, I honestly think that it is possible to establish

a family through non genetic means. Nowadays, there is a lot
of teenage pregnant women who willingly give their child for
adoption. When on the other hand there is families or
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husband and wife, who can't bear any children. If the
adopted parents get a newborn child they get it for a reason
and are willingly to give them and show them all their love.
Therefore, as the child grows older, and is raised with all

that tender love. He will not care if has been adopted.
Parents are also those who teach them their first steps,
their first baby words, who shows them respect and makes
them feel wanted and loved. Parents aren't just those who

give them birth, and just leave them like a piece of trash,
those aren't parents at all. In order for a mother or father

to call a child his son or daughter he or she would have to
gain that!!

The conditions that non-related groups of people called
themselves families are usually people who work together,
play sports together because through time you spend a lot of
time together. Therefore, you get to know each other
personally. When something is wrong or you have a personal

problem you usually would go to them. Another thing would be
doing things together, for example having get togethers,

going to parties, movies, calling each other on the phone,
etc.

I do agree with Lindsey that friends could be a family.
For example, the biological family who is anybody outside
the family, like co-workers. At your job you end up getting
so close to them that even when you decide to leave, that

83

job, you always end up going badk to visit them or calling

them and still be able to talk tip them as if thLy were a
I

'^r

part of you. It is very wonderful to have somec^ne outside
the family who you can trust and icry with and let all your

problems out. Mainly that person jis the person ypu chose as
your Best Friend.
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ESL COMPOSITION AFTER ERROR CORRECTIpN

ID #46
Mean Score 4.0

(Uncorrected Mean Score 2.5)

In "Friends as Family," Karen Lindsey describes the

biological and the chosen families. In Lindsey's;

perspective, she did not believe iln the "myth of'|j:he nuclear
family." In fact, she doubted the fact that that|kind of

family ever existed. In the proces^ of' 'doing so, 'l
Ishe
1 u

disproved Lasch's theory of new naiicissism. She

evidence and proof that the nuclearl family ". . . i'lis more

than a myth. It's also a lie" (399)1 For example, jshe
pointed out that the nuclear familylis closely related to

the patriarchal family structure, where "The Fathe:^j,p Know
Best."

Another kind of family that Kardn had in mind iis the

'1
"chosen family." She believed that itl1 is possible td|choose
a group of people who could be as close to the self as

anybody in a biological family could be. For example]| she
pointed out that in many cases, a choSjen family can develop
into a closer relationship.

The conditions that Lindsey established for calliing a
group of people a family are the following: in the

biological family, the condition is to pe blood relate'jd; for
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example, any kind of relationship wherein therel] is a genetic
relationship.

In the other type of family, the "chosen fia.mily," the

conditions are to have a feeling of belonging oh acceptance.

According to Lindsey, it's pbssible to establish a

L
■' '1 writer
family through nongenetic means. First
of all, tiiie
does not believe in the myth of the nuclear family, she

said. From Lindsey's perspective, the so-called pLclear
i '1
! II

family was a patriarchal tool to k^ep women powerless and
useless.

In addition to Lindsey's femin|ist point of vifew, people
can choose their preferred families|. The condition^ are that
women feel comfortable and free to do so.

1 1

The conditions that are necessdry to allow "chpsen"
families to be families are that the members in anyl communal
living arrangement can have a voice i
^nd make their pwn
decisions.

In summary, Lindsey disapproves bf the fact thalt the

nuclear family used to be a pleasant time for women.! ( In
fact, she believed that the only reasb:n that it appeared to
work out is because women had no other choice,

and that

complaining about the patriarchal familLy structure wd
useless.
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NATIVE-SPEAKER COMPOSllTION WITH ERRORS

ID #10
Mean Score 3.0

(Corrected Mean Score 4.0)

ev^yone.s life, ^sther that
family be blood related or adoptive. In every chxlds life

1

i!

having someone to give you support and the attenb,ion you

ill
deserve shows you how to grow and love others. InllLindseys

I 'l
l|
thdllera

essay she says "The traditional family isn't working," but I
believe it is. Lindsey relates back in time to

of

il

"Mommy and Daddy & the kids." She reminds us of all the old

television shows, for example--Father knows best a^^ I Love
Lucy. I believe that just as in the bO's divorce wd^ on
peoples minds, but they had other, more important tiJiings to

worry about. The War, education etc. iPeople were getl|:ing
1

married and having children all over phe world. It wks an
11
era of learning and experimentation. i®ur world was growing
imensly and we were on top of the world. I believe thWt a

1

family consist of people who care and love you, and

1

believe that the "traditional family is working. Whetiher you

ill

have a mother and/or a father you have|someone who loves
r

1 '

you. If you relate back to the t.v. sholw, little housM on

i ij
the prairie, the Ingalls had a Mom & Dad but they alsdl
1

i

brought in a son. They adopted, and their family grew.'
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I believe that it is very possible to establish a

family through non-genetic meansL It is what a'jingle person
believes a traditional family. In the Brady Bunlh, they
■1

ll

created a world famous family. Nat genetically i^j^lated they
still loved and supported one another.
The major part of a family is not whether yf^u are blood
related but whether one can grow emotionally andi

intellcually in the right directions. Having thej^ource of
love acknowledgment, support and caring can give

hope.

child

!I
ilj

In some ways I do believe with Lindsey, as shb

describes as a myth. I think that family has growrilin time
I

1

with that actual title, as family because people agreed to

it. In the earlier centuries, men ruLLed over women;!and I
believe that this is why it has stuck with us. Men il(in the

.past) have seemed to be more powerful than women, aplllowing
them to choose who they want, when they want them aijid how.
Men would be the head of the household because they iwere

"powerful" but I believe it is a person who is poweri^ul or
strong not the gender.

1

Lindsey also talks about wife beating and child
beating, I believe that this occurs because of the edbnomiC:
sestion and the immaturity of the parents. In a lot offl cases

the battered victim is that of a low-inlcome family whb|are
very young. In our society, children are having children. It
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also "Gould relate to cultures. In earlier centuries, it was

natural Cor the husband to be non-respectful of his mate.

In ouf society today we canlchoose our familly. Whether
it be one husBand or our children'. I believe that non-

communal living styles are up to an individual to decide

whether or not they like it. They also have emotijons as do
we. They can love and respect others too.

In my opinion a family is a group of poeple i^ho can
share feelings with each other. They can love, acknowledge,
respect and care for everyone, wheuher the family be genetic

or not it is not up to a society tol decide whetherjyour

feelings & emotions are that of theirs. You have your own
mind and self, decide for yourself. IThe traditional family

is up to your decision, no one can cjhange that for you, that
is why we live in America.
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NATIVE-SPEAKER COMPOSITION

AFTER ERROR CORRECTION

ID #41
Mean Score 4.0

(Mean Uncorrected Score 3.5)

Midterm Question

Throughout this entire essay,1 Lindsey mentioiis a lot of
family situations. She talks about the nuclear family, the

biological family, and the familiesl during the Gol|ien Age,

the Renaissance, and the Middle Age^. Also, she talks about
the chosen family.

Lindsey seems to stress the nucJlear family a Ibt. She
first states that it is one of the "mythical concepts."
Heaven and hell, the nuclear family, and the Russian

Revolution are all what Lindsey sayslare myths. LinJsey says
they are myths because "apart from whatever reality they

have, the way in which we view them h^lps clarify, eyen
shape, our vision of the world."

Lindsey wants us to return to the! "good old days;[' of
the nuclear family when Mommy stayed home and cooked, land
Dad worked all day and spent the evening with his two kids.
For us to believe this myth, she says that we women must
turn into collaborators in our own oppression.
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Lindsey believes that choide is a good one and that
good things will come with that choice. In contemporary
mythology, that choice guarantees happiness. Sometimes the
chosen family mirrors the worst of biological families; for

example, Charles Manson was the lipader of a chosin family,
as was Jim Jones.

The conditions for calling a Igroup of peoplel a "family"
are that you have communication goting. You are sharing ideas

and feelings. Love is a quality which exists in a.family. A

quality of shared experience, history, and feelingjS can
build a strong bond of love and affection within families.

In a family, people ,can make deep a^d indissoluble
connections with one another.

My personal definition of a famlily is that it has a

feeling of acceptance and belonging.
|
It exists whenjemotions
are filled and dealt with.

Lindsey explains that it is not lonly spouses wh^ have
shared or do share each other's livesl together that creates

a strong bond, but it is also friends] neighbors, and co

workers who have equally strong bonds.

1

Lindsey gives examples of these nipngenetic means], which
television illustrates in a mythical way.
In the 50's, we had shows like I Love Lucv. Ozziel and

Harriet. and Make Room for Daddy, whichj showed a mommyl,
daddy, and kids as the family.
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In the 60's, we had widows and widowers with kids

becoming the next form of family!. We had shows like The
Partridge Family and The Brady Bmnch.

The workplace family was brought up in the 170's with
shows like The Mary Tvler Moore Show and The Love Boat.

All of these families built chat strong bond which kept
all of them together. Communication, a shared history, and

experience built a strong feeling of acceptance a|iong them.
Overall, Lindsey has demonstrated family situations

which she feels haven't worked because of their be!|ing
biological families. I think Lindsey is stressing:|:he idea
of the chosen family because you arip able to work on having
a strong bond to keep you together.
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APPENDIX E

ERROR LIST
w

B

0

u

0

0

p..
rH

M-l

Q)
-P
-H

B

1O
1. AGREEMENT

SubjeGt-Verb
Determiner-Noun
Pronoun-Antecedent
2. ARTICLE
3. PREPOSITION

4. Singular vs.

plural nouns

Count-Noncount

Noun Adjuncts
Object of Preposition
PRONOUN

; Case

^

.
Reflexive
ADJECTIVAL
INFLECTION
6.
7.

INTENSIFIER

8.

VERB
'Form

V

Passive

/„"be" . ■
-en

Auxiliary
■ -en

"be"

^ing
Particle
Modal
9.

PARTICIPIAL PHRASE

■ ■-en ' ' ,' - -ing
10. GERUND vs. INFINITIVE
11:

INFINITIVE

"TO"

12. PREPOSITIONAL GERUND vs. VERB PHRASE
13. DERIVATIONAL MORPHEME
Nominal
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P
CD

C
o
0

P

IS

CO

a

CO

e
U
o

,

•o

rH

CD
-P

M-i

i '-p
(•

-H

1 O
S
14. CONJUNCTION

Coordinate
Correlative
Subordinate

Relative Clause Pronoun
15. PUNCTUATION
Comma

Possessive Marker

Hyphen
Quotation Mark
Colon

Exclamation Point

Question Mark

Underlining
16. FRAGMENT

17. RUN-ON
18. COMMA SPLICE
19. SPELLING

Misspelled
One Word vs. Two Words
Two Words vs. One Word

Homonym
20. CAPITALIZATION

21. WORD ORDER
22. WORD CHOICE
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0
13

a
0
u

12

u
CD

a
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